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LinesearchbeforeUdig (LSBUD) is delighted to announce that Western Power Distribution 

(WPD) has agreed a five year contract to protect its assets via the LSBUD service. 

WPD has been a Member of the service 

since 2013 and since that time has seen a 

substantial growth in third party enquiries 

being checked against their electricity 

network which includes over 220,000km of 

overhead lines and underground cables. 

Since becoming a LSBUD Member, the 

number of WPD enquiries has increased by 

over 52%, helping ensure the integrity of 

WPD’s network against third party activity.  

 

WPD receives tens of thousands of requests per month via the service and responds to each 

enquiry via the automated LSBUD Hosted Plan Response software.  The software creates an 

automated response to each enquiry, with Users typically receiving the relevant plans back 

within ten minutes to ensure that they can work safely and without delay.  Built into the 

software are referral processes that enable WPD network specialists to monitor where third 

parties intend to undertake site works and then offer guidance and advice as necessary. 

Andrew Bennett, Mapping Centre Manager at WPD, comments that  

"The safety of people that work in proximity to our electricity assets is of the highest 

importance to Western Power Distribution. The LinesearchbeforeUdig service allows us to 

rapidly deliver plans of our assets to those who need them." 

Richard Broome, Managing Director of LSBUD, reports  

“We are incredibly proud to have an asset owner of WPD’s scale and envied reputation 

choose to commit to the LSBUD service for a five year term.  We are very pleased that WPD’s 

experiences so far have helped prove the benefits of third parties going to a single portal for 

multiple asset owners’ records, confirming that LSBUD is a market leading solution for any 

asset owner as well as any third party that needs utility asset location information in order to 

work safely.” 

 

LinesearchbeforeUdig (LSBUD) is a free to use online enquiry service providing the location of 

utility apparatus across the UK.  It helps prevent damage and disruption to the UK pipe and 

cable networks, processing over 1.5 million enquiries per annum against over 40 Members’ 

assets.  

 

For the User, we provide information about our Members’ assets, helping deliver their plans to 

you quickly and efficiently so you can complete your works safely. 

For the Member (asset owner), we help protect your infrastructure by increasing third parties’ 

knowledge of your assets, encouraging safer working environments and reducing asset 

strikes. 

 

If you have any queries regarding the LSBUD service please do not hesitate to contact us on 

0845 4377365, via enquiries@lsbud.co.uk or via the website at www.lsbud.co.uk.  
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